
HEA Executive Board Meeting
Date: November 3, 2014

CALL TO ORDER 
ROLL CALL 

xJohn Langelund, xEileen Duhig, Mary Amidei, xCathy Lanyon, xMaureen Coutre, Millie Naughton, xJulia 
D’Agostino, Kristi Aguilar, Karen Brennan, Ryan Manning, Katie Krajewski, xConnie Wrobleski, xThom Koch, 
xKaren Janisch, xRenee Schiemann, xAnthony Dengler, Sandra Cruickshank, xSue Bonnem, xLindsay Gerjol, 
xRich Viviano, xAnne Foley, Patti Powell, xDeb Jones, xKatie, Bartel, xToni Schramm, xHillary Marchel, Erin 

Brickman, xChris Kwiatkowski, xErin Roche, xBrenda Henriksen, xShelly Goodman, xJen Schmidt, Marc 
Infante, xTeri Plohr, xJodi Jost,  Nathan Hahn, Cheryl Sanks, Carrie Strauts, Anita Sherling

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING: correction to motion made at last meeting:Motion made to table the 
discussion until next month with more information of the process. Vote unanimous and motion passes.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Cards sent to Connie Wrobleski, Susan Paprocki, Kelly Wilton, Joan Weinberg
Welcome ESP/TL Jodi Jost
REMINDER: Elementary South for November Board Meetings  11/10, 11/24
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
Announcement to work together to shorten and make meetings more concise.
1. Representative Training - 12 people attended - very informative - already put to use - request 

look into another date and time - prefer at least 15 people - PLEASE SEND Erin Roche dates 
and times and your preference for school location or IEA office location. 

2. Election: encourage everyone to vote.
3. Tabled grievance topic: Read the steps from the contract (Page 31-32 Article XXXI) Previous 

conversations reviewed and continued discussions.
4. Negotiations update: 2 meetings had so far. Positive and productive. Topics so far have been 

mainly language that is agreeable to both sides. By next month there will be more to share for 
feedback. By winter break it should be know if things are on track to be done, or in for a longer 
haul. 

      Motion made to table the discussion until we have more information and     further discussion 
(Coutre) 2nd (Janisch). Motion vote approved.
NEW BUSINESS:
None
BUILDING REPORTS
TOWNLINE -  PE concerned with the # of students in a class without support. This is effecting 
the safety, environment and behavior of the students.
Positive feedback for science CLT and positive from grade level teams 
Mentor: Newer teachers have been talking about the programs that are not directed to specialized 
positions - isn’t a good use of time            
ASPEN -  OT ‘s district employee or contract? No computers or email provided> Denied  meeting 
time over the summer by Lisa - any time that was given, there is question over what budget was to 
pay for the work.
SOUTH - New OT’s not being provided computers - and refused an e-mail address and forced to 
communicate with teachers for IEPs‘ et.al.
Talked to principal and it was recommended that members go at it from an HEA stand point - 
principal can’t do anything.
Mentor - questionable activities and “fuzzy” boundary lines. Asked to hang out with the mentor. Is 
what is being presented research based? Treated with negative reinforcement. Not an optimal 



situation.     
MIDDLE SOUTH - none
NORTH - PE having teachers travel to another building, causing child care issues -  reps have asked 
principal for a volunteer instead or a rotating schedule, and told 
no.      
MIDDLE NORTH –  asked to sign employee handbook with questionable material as a part of the 
handbook; students will not use the phone - teachers can’t wear bandanas, a lot in the handbook and 
should be looked at. (we are bringing it up - MSN Aspen asked to sign)
How are subs going to know  what to do in emergencies when the crisis hand book is on line?
Rumor has it that all voice mails will become electronic - questions about if they are able to be 
FOIA’d.
Evaluations - would like to know what principals require binder evidence and which ones don’t.
Translating for spanish - are there forms to fill out to get paid?
New teacher meeting - at the same time at HEA meetings still.
DUAL LANGUAGE -  committee planing time 8:00-40, What is the framework for how to present to 
the stipend committee? (stipend committee meets this week. Proposals have already communicated. 
Decisions will be made that day. Petitioners have to have run the “club” for a year proving its 
interest and attendance and then present it to the stipend committee)               
TOWER -  not here today
LINCOLN - nothing
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADJOURNMENT: 4:12 PM

HEA/Administration Breakfast Meeting Updates:
-ESPs working with students alone

• They shouldn’t be alone with students.
• They should be in the line of sight of the teacher.
• Nick will ask about the legalities of students in the office.

-Employee Handbook: Sheet that people signed (MSN, Aspen)
• Handbook will be looked at and changes will be made.
• People are not getting in trouble for the phone and other things.

-VoiceMail— teachers concerned that conversations will be recorded (FOIA 
concerns)

• The voice messages that go to the emails are all FOIAble.
• The rest is not going to be recorded, nor is there a plan to do that.

-Translating for Spanish— forms to get paid
• Lisa will check into it

-New Teacher Meeting is on HEA day (Karen) 
We have a plan
-New OTs (no computers, no district email address); are OTs being contracted 
out?

• There are 2 different groups— some are part of Hawthorn; some are 
contracted out.



• 2 are contracted out until December, but the goal is to get our own.
• Contracted through an agency because we can’t do individuals; individuals are 

considered employees, and that is against new laws
• If people are contracted, they don’t get a computer.
• DO will handle it.  If people don’t have Hawthorn email, have them contact 

Dmitry.
-Summer staff development - people want clear dates prior to summer

• The only problem is knowing what we need to do.
• Pick a week for it in March.
• Summer school info will be out earlier for teachers, too.                                              

                                               


